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Abstract

The paper examines some of the most important criteria and indicators for social efficiency. Fundamental ideas of the Bulgarian and foreign economic science for the specifics of social efficiency in the activity of the subjects of institutional governance, including the bodies of state power are discussed. The paper applies a comprehensive (interdisciplinary) approach suggesting integration of sociological, theoretical and management, socio-economic and other aspects of the study is related to the system analysis. The social governance is seen from the perspective of a system method, being the regulation of the relations between the subject and object of management as a purposeful impact on the social system in order to bring its operation and development in accordance with socially significant goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Some experience has been gained in the foreign practice in the measurement of social efficiency within the estimates of the social consequences of scientific and technological projects, economic and social programs. That is how in the USA in the early 70-s a self-direction of research has been established for assessing the social impacts (Social Impact Assessment, abbreviated as SIA), or more precisely the integrated social consequences in the implementation of various projects and programs for development. Business and political circles in the United States realized that every technological breakthrough brings unexpected losses of environmental, social and psychological character, which in turn ultimately lead to indirect economic loss. In the field of scientific and technological development – both at the level of companies and the level of national programs, a reconstruction has started of the entire methodology for planning and management. Earlier it has been oriented only to purely economic efficiency criteria, but now the social, psychological and other consequences of the implementation of scientific and technical projects started being considered at the stage of taking a decision for their development and implementation. There is a need for comprehensive assessment of the different categories of impact of the equipment and technology on society.

The assessment of the social impact of scientific and technical projects and programs in the USA has been
separated in a different direction shortly after the adoption of an Act for a policy towards the surrounding environment in 1969 that fixed the mandatory procedure for assessment of their environmental impacts. All government projects that may significantly affect the environment undergo an environmental expertise, as well as the projects of private companies and companies requiring special state sanction. An impressive example of the use of environmental regulations in the implementation of economic development programs in the United States is the organization and development of the project for a pipeline in Alaska in the mid-1970s. The project planning is carried out throughout the entire period of construction, operation and dismantling of the pipeline after depletion of the deposit. It should be noted that the entire complex multistep mechanism for the management of the program is formed and functioned on the basis of the active US economic law and special legislative decrees and agreements. This determines the specific form of this control mechanism in which the various parts and components provided by public authorities, owner companies, specialized companies, are related to each other in a single organizational system of bilateral and multilateral agreements and contracts. From the perspective of long-term interests of the nation, the project is recognized as highly efficient and exemplary.

For a long time, the very formulation of the problem of social efficiency has been considered in sociology for arguable. Up to this moment, there is no universally accepted definition of «social efficiency». There are enough works of monographic character, in which the authors try to explore the social effectiveness of the different activities, including management activities. Above all, most authors develop the concept of social efficiency, the criteria and methods for its assessment against the aims of social production. The monograph of the Bulgarian scientist M. Markov is considered as classical work on the issue of social efficiency. He uses the term «efficient» in the strict sense of the word: efficient is what leads to the result, to the effect (in Latin effectus means action, implementation, and afficio means to act, execute) – efficient means actual.

2. SOCIAL IMPACT AND SOCIAL EFFICIENCY

In a number of works, primarily the content of the notions of «social impact» and «social efficiency» has been considered. As a rule, the authors of publications agree that the social effect is a certain social result, goal-setting activity that has been made within the life of national economic decisions.

Moreover, in one case it is perceived as «something related to human development», which «forms new features in the image of life and activity, both individual and collective, gives evidence of increasing social activity, contributing to a comprehensive personal development and the formation of a new type of worker». In another case – as «a result, meeting the goals of social progress». In a third case - as a «degree for improving the social and psychological or hygiene comfort of the person».

The proposed definitions allow capturing the essential differences between the concepts of «social impact» and «social efficiency». In the first, a statement for reaching a qualitatively or quantitatively evaluated result of social action in an independent meaning, is reflected and in the second one, the correspondence of this outcome with the measure or degree of realization of the normatively set goal or ideal for public development. This measure for assessing a social effect in turn serves as an important indication of this qualitative side of social activity that is integrated into its system organization thanks to which it essentially reaches the very social efficiency. This inherent efficiency of the social activity, the constitutive qualitative characteristics can be defined as a principle of social efficiency. It is directly related to the criteria for social efficiency as specific quality attributes and determinants of meanings on the basis of which as a kind of «zero points for rendering account» – the social activity is assessed as effective or ineffective. Considering the features that distinguish the social efficiency from the outcome, it is related to either the aims or needs. They note that «the most effective in other equal conditions will be an activity in which the goal to a maximum degree depicts human needs». Along with that, the issue of the specific social outcomes (effects) of the management impact has not been placed, although it is presented in a context that is very significant. The fact is that the setting of the issue for assessment of the social efficiency and the content of this concept is inseparable from the specific analysis as normative or ideological set goals of the social development as well the needs (expectations, interests, ideals) of various social actors.

It seems that social efficiency cannot be considered within the categories of the abstract social prosperity or just as a movement of the social system to some generalized goal of social development.

The social subject (subject of management), which refers to the concept of social efficiency is complicated enough in its structure: it covers the whole range of existing social relations and public relations, and the aims for social control inevitably affect the entire «space» of these connections and relations, including the social system (the society) in general, the social groups (communities) and individuals (people). Based on this and the efficiency of the social management activities, it is necessary to think on the overall assessment for the development of aspects and components of the social system.
It is obvious that the above examined reference of the efficient social activity to the objectives of the social progress indicates one of the important moments of social connection and interdependence between the general, social-group and individual-personal dimensions of the social activity in the complete and as a rule long lasting nature of its manifestation.

Discussing the socio-economic efficiency of the aimed complex programs, it is found that «the main purpose of the statements and assessment of social efficiency within the program-target method is the basis of the received planning and management decisions». Considering the need to anticipate the social consequences of economic events that are required to be reported in the overall evaluation of their efficiency, a number of authors note that in order to do that «sustainable or quantitative (albeit in a row) dependencies between manufacturing and technical and social changes between the characteristics of planned events and indicators reflecting the corresponding target norms», must be revealed.

Some people associate social efficiency of economy (production) with the problem of efficiency. In sociology, even the question of the legality of a concept like «social efficiency» (in contrast to the more or less clear economic maximum production at minimum costs) appears to be arguable.

Sociologists, who consider this concept as lawful, try to give it a more specific definition. In particular, the criterion of social efficiency is a way to solve social problems in minimum time and minimum costs to society. This definition brings discussions, because the development of criteria for social optimality would significantly move ahead the understanding of the criterion of social efficiency, whatever the final wording of this concept.

In our opinion, the formulation of the question for optimality of the social activity as an integral criterion for its performance is very promising precisely because of the complexity of any social object, its dependence on a number of variables, but also by the presence of internal systematic contradictions.

Optimization in the mathematical theory of optimal processes is the process for selecting the best option possible, bringing the system and the subject in the best possible (optimal) condition; a process which maximizes the quantity characteristic of the most desirable properties of the subject and minimizes the least desirable.

An important theoretical result of the development of the problem of optimization of the national economy is the issue of criteria for optimality (optimum). In general terms, the criteria for optimality in the economy are defined as special economic-mathematical models expressing public aspirations, i.e. as a special variety of formalization of the purposes of economic development in the form of analytic (and therefore a priori set) function.

arguable. Some economists actually identify them as the same thing, while others try to separate these concepts and in this area, there is a lot of focused research work to be done. For now, one thing is clear: there is a close connection between the criteria for optimality and efficiency, and this theoretical intelligibility in the given in relation allows us to achieve considerable success in the objective assessment of the consequences of the implementation of the plans, programs, projects and solutions. It is obvious that such social efficiency can be thought as closely pragmatic – as the best result in solving of an urgent social problem and within the broader social approach reporting strategic and long-term consequences of the measures taken.

Certain contradictions and discrepancies may arise between these approaches. In these conditions, the task for reaching the aggregate social efficiency shall be formulated primarily as a task for optimization of the social managerial activity.

Social and economic efficiency has a twofold aspect: for each executor of a certain type of labor it refers to as part of the common, immediate public work. In terms of the product that is the result of any given type of labor, it exhibits as a quality (property) able to satisfy the increasing demand.

The economic efficiency concerns its criteria for evaluating the results of labor to deciding how much does it cost us to reach the received effect on the social activity, to whom and how this effect serves. Proceeding from this, it can be assumed that unlike the criterion of economic efficiency, the criterion certifying social efficiency does not only change within the «closed» system of social action but has ideal character defined by external normative way. This greatly complicates the assessment of the social efficiency of each management institute, as far it compels it to hold in its visual field the «internal environment» of its activities as in this way the productivity of research can be correctly assessed and measured exclusively with the quality of the given socio-management system, as well as the «external environment», which is not in the sphere of its control, but is the task of normative legal purposes which displays the integrated assessment of social performance.
It is appropriate to highlight the difference and the relationship between the categories of «efficiency» and «quality». The efficiency criterion is the ratio between cost and result and the quality criterion is the ratio between the effect and purpose, goals and means for their attainment. The principle of efficiency is: less cost and greater results. The principle of quality is the highest degree of achieving the objective in rational (optimal) use of the available resources. It is obvious that in such a formulation the principle of social efficiency should be considered mostly from the standpoint of quality of the social activity and not from the ratio cost-performance.

The problems of social efficiency from operation are paid immediate special attention in the specific management. The given context for our research is the most important and may be too extensive and diverse.

For example, the mentioned by us American Social Impact Assessment – SIA concerns the social consequences of managerial activity in the broadest sense of the word. American authors assign to them in the narrow sense of the word the economic, political, cultural and psychological effects. From the perspective of one who is subjected to impact, we can distinguish social entities and organizations. Social entities are public, social groups, social and territorial communities and individuals. From organizational and institutional perspective, the effects are analyzed to which the activities of the management bodies, ministries, industries, corporations are subjected. From the perspective of the dimensional scale of the impact, the consequences for the country, region, district, municipal, territorial unit – the population of the impacted site are evaluated.

Under the social impact in the strict sense of the word, it is understood the impact on employment, creating new jobs, education and training, self-education, health and quality of life, communication in social groups and between social groups, social cohesion and social segregation within the local territorial community. In this case, the task consists in answering the question of who is winning and who is losing if the alleged act takes place and what the social costs, benefits would be, and how they would be allocated.

In order to give an assessment of the social impact of the management decisions, it is necessary to have criteria that allow us to classify the social consequences to the benefits or costs. In other words, the presence of certain standards and value orientations is assumed.

In fact, the procedure ends with the determination of what some authors call «target» and «necessity» efficiency – which is efficiency, understood in a normative and ideal dimension.

3. THE PROBLEM OF SOCIAL EFFICIENCY

The described experience allows us to realize a number of simple truths, without consideration of which we cannot proceed to the creation of socially significant programs and projects, namely:

• Before proceeding to the implementation of any management decision, it is necessary to assess its social meaning, and hence its effectiveness;

• There are no universal standards for social performance as any particular managerial decision must be accompanied by justification of its intended social effect and specific criteria for its evaluation;

• Interpretation of social impact depends on the scale of the management decision, the level of examination of the subjects experiencing the effects of the invention, the motives and objectives pursued, and also on the time interval over which it is expected to get the expected result;

• It is important to distinguish social effect in the broad and narrow sense, considering that there is interdependence between them. Justification of management decisions is increased, if the notion of social impact brings a complex character and incorporates economic, social, psychological, socio-cultural and other significant consequences;

• When evaluating the alleged social impact, it is necessary to navigate to specific value standards, enabling us to judge in a well thought manner for the social «value» of the significant social «continuity of decisions». Such an assessment is possible only in case of comparing the expected social impact of several alternative solutions.

The problem of the social efficiency of management began to actively being explored in the late 60s and early 70s. Before that, it is associated with the development of the theory of social control, which raises the question not only about the economic, but also the social impact of management activity. The question of the efficiency of the management system (efficiency of the operation of the entity's operations management or the management subsystem) is necessary to focus on the following issues: What is the contribution of the management system in solving the socially important tasks? What is its contribution to achieving the
objectives facing a particular organization?

A primary criterion is the degree of influence of the managed subsystem. However, as far as the management system is relatively independent and functions as a whole complex, another set of criteria can and should be defined. It is formulated based on the primary criterion and answers questions related to the internal state of the management system, with its ability to act with ever-increasing efficiency. Along with the assessment of the efficiency of the management system in the general aspect, the effectiveness of the main components of management - functions, functional structures, technologies might and should be determined.

Efficiency can be seen not only as a phenomenon of the economic sphere, but it is a relatively independent social phenomenon. In its base, it is the consideration of the multilevel structure of the elements, value criteria and indicators. They fix the productivity of social programs and events, the activities of the various population groups, the social consequences of the realization of economic, scientific and technical projects. Social efficiency indicators are considered as tools for assessing the implementation of the interests and needs of society, the state, the group and the individual.

Efficiency as a social phenomenon is seen in the form of qualitative and quantitative characteristics for maximum development of the human resources, forms of social vitality and management of society, when taking into account the minimum social, political, economic and moral costs. This approach allows us to consider social performance as a universal means for stating the level of productivity of the positive and negative performance in the development of social institutions and processes. In addition, the widely approved principle of social efficiency goes beyond the given ratio, as it takes into account and integrates several of the most important dimensions of the efficiency of the social activity – its focus on reaching socially significant, legally set targets for development of the site for social management, assessment of the consistency and the actual degree of approximation to the public ideal within the «self-development» of the system and orientation to the quality of managerial activity. These aspects of measuring social efficiency shall naturally be reflected in the construction of the overall model (principle) of social efficiency.

The analysis of the problem of social performance shows that in the process of emergence and development of native and foreign sociology, it naturally receives more attention in the context of different management systems. In particular, the importance of this context in terms of a system for state and regional management of the social aspects of society should be emphasized. The public nature of these systems implies limiting them in their work for social impact and its determining quality of social efficiency in the broad range of social needs and goals. Therefore, the social efficiency of the state management system objectively requires polymodal and multiparameter approach for its measurement. Significant is also the relationship of the complex of social and efficient management with the social security of the country as a whole, as well as with each separate region and territory.

Given the specificity of this study and when speaking on the complex assessment of the efficiency of social programs, the following should be noted: The assessment of the efficiency of social programs should be seen within the section the quantitative and qualitative indicators:

- The quantitative indicator is expressed in the natural volume of social benefits, but also in the material costs for their acquisition;
- The qualitative indicator or criterion is reflected in the internal mechanisms for achieving a certain result (the quality of the organizational and managerial systems, the norms and values, the rules of law on which the activity in a given social system is considered effective or not).

In the assessment of the programs, their economic and social efficiency should also be taken into account. The economic efficiency is evident in the fact that the implementation of the social program is in itself bound to become a catalyst for effective economic development. The means, spend by society to meet social needs, eventually has to be returned in the form of increased social and labor activities. The level for achieving social efficiency, which is determined by the position of the movement to the social ideal that is comprehensively revealed as a state of the most complete realization of human needs and self-realization of their essential strengths, in other words their personality, which is realized before everything in the creation of just living and working conditions. If it turns impossible to calculate the cost-effectiveness, the optimality shall carry more weight in reaching the social impact.

The results from the programs relate either to the objectives of the creators of the program, or to the needs of those to whom these programs are directed. To the greatest extent, efficiency in this case is reached by these programs, in which the objectives of the leaders and organizers of the program fully reflect the needs of the subjects of the program.

Due to the extreme complexity in reporting and evaluation of strategic and long-term consequences of the
social events within the broader social approach in determining the social efficiency, in this work we will
examine the social efficiency of implemented state programs in closely practical terms: as the highest
productivity at solving a particular social problem. Evaluating the efficiency of social programs in this case is
brought to the task of optimization of social management activities in the process of solving specific social
programs by the program approach.

Efficiency criteria of social activity are determined by the objectives and tasks for providing social services to
the population and the degree of their implementation. The following points are generally important: the
purpose of the social work can be seen at the level of society, individual regions, populated areas, regions
and micro-regions, and at the level of population groups and individuals

Efficiency criteria for social activity need to become in the first place an expression of efficiency of all types,
forms and methods for social services to the population and in the second place — they must show how
effective the administration and social services are in modern Bulgarian conditions relating with the
implementation of large and complex reforms. In the third place – criteria and indicators should reflect the
degree of efficiency of the management of the entire process of deliberate and systematic social work with
the population and the individuals in need of professional social assistance.

Several approaches can be formulated to determine the efficiency of the realized social program. The first
will be connected with the most objective assessment of the ratio between the results achieved (effect) and
the related costs. A key issue in this case becomes the measuring (description) of the results (effects), and
the costs. Given that the cost can be estimated, planned, the efficiency of social services can be estimated,
planned, and factual (actually reached).

Another approach focuses on the assessment of the efficiency of the social work from the standpoint of
determining the degree of satisfaction of social needs and the expectations of the clients served (users,
beneficiaries of the project or program). Critical significance in this case is carried by the subjective
assessment methods, i.e. opinions, judgments, speeches (on someone, something that is more or less
specific), the particular subject which makes the assessment for the efficiency of the social work. Therefore,
in this case it is particularly important to identify and choose the information source of assessment
(managers, professionals, representatives of bodies, users etc.) or in other words the subject, carrying
important assessment information. Of course, it should be taken into account that assessment information
derived from specific people was, is and will be subjective. The more entities there are in the assessment
process, the greater the degree (the other conditions being equal) that such an assessment will aim to
finding an objective and truthful picture of the activities of the social services and the implementation of the
specific social employment program (project).

The complex character of the assessment implies purposeful organization of the process of disclosure of
opinions, reasoning and inference voiced by certain forms and methods. In this case, we are dealing with the
procedural and organizational significance of the term «assessment of the efficiency of social services». If
we want to assess something or someone, it is necessary to organize the assessment process (collection
and processing of assessment information), production and use of certain assessment procedures (including
for example, complex methods for verification of assessments).

The diversity of assessments, derived from various entities, going through certain procedures and stages in
the assessment process, turns into resultant (final) assessments. As a rule, the organizational assessment
process of the final information can be the basis of certain important practical conclusions for the
implementation of relevant events and actions, development of programs to increase efficiency.

Before the start of the practical measuring of the efficiency of social activity, the researchers inevitably face a
number of questions, which they must answer: what is the object of assessment, what is the subject of
assessment, what may be a subject to assessment, what is the set of criteria and indicators for assessment,
etc.

Efficiency is a summarized, integral indicator of the quality of the system. It is determined by the intrinsic
properties of the system (the meanings of the different indicators characterizing the potential and resources),
and the conditions in which a given system operates. Therefore, it is more accurate not to talk about
efficiency in general, but about the efficiency of the functioning of the system in the performance of specific
tasks in certain conditions. There is an opportunity to connect functionally all private quality indicators into a
common, integral indicator for efficiency. The study of the quality of this type allows bypassing many
difficulties arising in the analysis of complex systems.

Among the factors that allow formulating the objectives and tasks for assessment of the efficiency of social
services, we will list the following:
• The analytical capabilities of the social service of employment in identification and assessment of «inquiries»;
• The resources of the social service of employment in the operational execution of «requests»;
• The potential of the social service of employment (including the level of interaction with government, civil, commercial and public organizations);
• The socio-economic conditions in the administrative territory in which the social service of employment operates; – the qualifications of the staff of the social service of employment; – special care in assessing the efficiency must be paid to the special problem of quality assessment.

Indeed, many issues are solved in the light of quality and indicators (experts) appear to be the subjects for management of the activities of the social service of employment and the objects of its activity. The most typical operation in quality assessment is ranking. We call the objects (phenomena, processes) ranked if any of their quantified changes are in accordance with the specified quality which they possess in varying degrees. In the practice of the various social services of employment, ranking can be used in different situations. The most typical ones are represented by the arrangement of the objects (processes phenomena) in terms of their placement in space and time, in accordance with the level of expression of a quality which cannot be measured by any objective scale, according to some measurable or liable to reporting features (as a rule the degree of expression of a quality, according to which ranking takes place can always be practically measured), in compliance with a quality that is generally measurable, but at the time cannot be measured for practical or theoretical reasons.

Typical example in the use of expertise in management is the developed matrix – «goal: means». The boxes of this matrix shall finally be filled with information derived from the results given by expert assessments.

The methods for efficiency assessment in the social protection system are very diverse, which is determined primarily by the subject for assessment. We will call these methods «first row». Each subject for assessment may be more detailed and then accordingly there will be new methods from the «second row». Every kind of social services (social, household, medical, legal, rehabilitation, psychological, advisory, material assistance) corresponds to a specific methodology for assessing efficiency (Terziev, Georgiev, 2018 a-h, Terziev, Banabakova, Georgiev, 2018i-t, Terziev, 2018u-y).

4. CONCLUSION
The problem of studying the efficiency is one of the key areas of various activities of society, especially in production and management. Traditionally, the focus is on economic efficiency, reduced to simple enough and calculated «cost: result» ratio. This is a fundamental principle, characterizing the concept of «economic efficiency». Social efficiency does not have so direct character. It is rather a more complex category and is difficult to express in one dimension. Certain contradictions and discrepancies may arise between different approaches and the task for reaching the aggregate social efficiency shall be formulated primarily as a task for optimization of the social managerial activity.
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